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FOLSP Position Statement Supporting “Green”LSP  Shuttle Bus and 
Opposition to Trolleys on Tracks (TOT) in LSP 

  
Friends of LSP strongly support a "green" shuttle bus - either an electric 
bus or another type of alternative non-polluting fuel – showcasing a clean 
energy vehicle in LSP, one of our greatest urban parks. We also support bus 
connections from Jersey City neighborhoods and Hudson County to the 
Light Rail station to connect with the “green” shuttle bus.  
 
We strongly oppose Trolleys on Tracks in LSP (TOT)  which would take away 
precious and priceless urban open space grass from unstructured recreation use for 
Hudson County residents, LSP’s primary purpose. Hudson County is the nations’ 
6th most densely populated county, a concrete county with a tremendous deficit of 
open space for its residents. The trolley’s 12 feet wide, Right of Way, would destroy 
open space grass and be a new an unnecessary transportation corridor. People can’t 
put a picnic blanket on the proposed “grass between the trolley tracks”.  
Buses have least impact & least cost. 
 

 Loss of open space-Trolley “right of way” to take away 12 feet wide of grass. 
 Visual pollution of any TOT electrical overhead power lines (catenary wires)   
 Trolley by Zapp Dr. - On south side of cobblestone Zapp Drive, is the “Grove of 

Remembrance”, the peaceful 743 tree sanctuary planted in memory of NJ’s 9/11 
victims; the Grove and the paths in and by it must not have adjacent trolley tracks. 

 The Study’s estimates include trolley costs of traffic lights at beginning of Zapp 
Dr. at Phillips St. and also at Zapp and Freedom Way. The trolley would also 
cross in front of the entry/exit to the ferry parking lot. There would be safety 
issues & also inevitable consequence of traffic backing up at trolley crossings. 

 The safety issues, especially in this family park with playing and running children 
will give unavoidable stress to parents, who come to LSP as everyone else, to get 
away from the stress of urban living. 

 Inevitable blowing of horns/bells by driver for safety or to impress riders, will 
harm this treasured park’s peacefulness, serenity and integrity. 

 The trolley would cross N. side of “Millennium Park” field before Freedom Way. 
Many unstructured games of soccer, cricket, etc. are played in this field. 

 Regarding park history, there were never trolleys running in LSP. The railroads 
did have buses running from local communities to the train and ferry terminal. 

 High costs of constructing tracks and maintaining the tracks. Estimates are far 
higher for establishing trolleys on tracks in LSP, than for shuttle buses. 



 

 

 TOT Helping Tourism is invalid and irrelevant argument                                
LSP’s core purpose is to provide free and green open space to serve the 
unstructured recreation needs of the urban people. LSP’s core purpose is not 
to be exploited and diminished to supposedly benefit commercial interests of 
JC hotels -but they won’t be benefited because if people stay in JC hotels, it 
will be because they are cheaper than NYC hotels. Hardly anyone is going to 
come to LSP – who wasn’t going to come anyway – just because there’s a 7 
minute trolley ride each way between the Light Rail Station and the CRRNJ 
Terminal.  

 There is no need at all to create any further supposed tourist “attractions” 
for the public at LSP, because an incredible attraction already exists – the views 
of the Statue of Liberty, Ellis Island, the Manhattan skyline and views of the river 
and harbor. LSP’s open space land is the greatest tribute to those iconic 
monuments and views. There are already two great tourist attractions at LSP - 
Liberty Science Center and the Statue Cruises ferries to Lady Liberty/Ellis Island.  

 Building tracks for a bell-ringing trolley on tracks where grass was, next to 
the Grove of Remembrance, for a few more annual tourists can never justify 
destroying grass and violating LSP’s true purpose as an open space haven. 

 

The Friends support the “green shuttle bus” 
option and hope government will step up to 
fund it in the future.  
 
For now, it is shameful that there is no shuttle 
bus service into and around LSP, though it 
would only cost around $25,000 for a shuttle bus 
on weekends from Memorial Day to Labor Day. 

 


